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Course Code
Course Title

: MCS-021
: Data and File Structures

Assignment Number : MCA(2)/021/Assign/2014-15

Question: 1
Write an algorithm for the implementation of Circular Doubly Linked Lists.
Solution :
Program Code:

#include<stdio.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
struct node *prev;
};
typedef struct node node; //with this Use “node” instead of “struct node”
node *root=NULL; //Global variable “root” pointer
node *create_node(int); //Declaration
void insert(int); //Declaration
void display_list(node *); //Declaration
void display_list_rev(node *);

void main()
{
clrscr();
display_list(root);
insert(10);
insert(20);
insert(30);
insert(40);
display_list(root);
display_list_rev(root);
getch();
}
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node *create_node(int x)
{
node *temp;
temp=(node*)malloc(sizeof(node));
temp->data=x;
temp->next=NULL;
temp->prev=NULL;
return temp;
}

void insert(int x)
{
node *start;
start=root;
if(root==NULL)
{ root=create_node(x);root->next=root;root->prev=root;}
else
{
while(start->next!=root)
{
start=start->next;
} start->next=create_node(x);
start->next->next=root;
start->next->prev=start;
}
}
void display_list(node *start)
{
printf(“\nLink List :-\n”);
if(start==NULL)
{ printf(“List is Empty!\n”); }
else
{
while(start->next!=root)
{ printf(“%d->”,start->data);
start=start->next;
}printf(“%d->”,start->data);
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}
}

void display_list_rev(node *start)
{
printf(“\n\nLink List (Reverse):-\n”);
if(start==NULL)
{ printf(“List is Empty!\n”); }
else
{ while(start->next!=root)
{
start=start->next;
}
while(start->prev!=root)
{ printf(“%d->”,start->data);
start=start->prev;
}printf(“%d->”,start->data);
start=start->prev;
printf(“%d->”,start->data);
}
}

Screen Shot:
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Question: 2
Implement multiple stacks in a single dimensional array. Write algorithms for various stack
operations for them.
Solution :
#include <stdio.h>
#define max 10

int top1, top2, stk_arr[max];

void push();
void pop();
void display();

void main()
{
int ch;
top1=-1,top2=max;
do
{
printf(“\n 1:push\n 2:pop\n 3:display\n 4:exit\n choice:”);
scanf(“%d”, &ch);
switch (ch)
{
case 1:push();
break;
case 2:pop();
break;
case 3:display();
break;
case 4:printf(“exiting from program\n”);
break;
default:printf(“wrong choice\n”);
break;
}
}while(ch!=4);
}
void push()
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{
int x,ch;
if(top1==top2-1)
{
printf(“stack overflow \n”);
return;
}
printf(“enter a no \n”);
scanf(“%d”,&x);
printf(“\n press 1 to push in stack1 or press 2 for stack2:”);
scanf(“%d”,&ch);
if(ch==1)
stk_arr[++top1]=x;
else
stk_arr[--top2]=x;
printf(“\n %d element is successfully pushed \n”,x);
return;
}

void pop()
{
int y,ch;
printf(“\n press 1 to pop from stack1 or press 2 for stack2″);
scanf(“%d”,&ch);
if(ch==1)
{
if(top1==-1)
{
printf(“stack underflow\n”);
return;
}
y=stk_arr[top1];
stk_arr[top1--]=0;
}
else
{
if(top2==max)
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{
printf(“stack underflow\n”);
return;
}
y=stk_arr[top2];
stk_arr[top2++]=0;
}
printf(“\n%d element is successfully poped from stack \n”, y);
return;
}

void display()
{
int i;
if (top1 == -1)
{
printf(“stack 1 is empty \n”);
}
else
{
printf(“elements of Stack 1 are : \n”);
for (i = 0; i <= top1; i++)
{
printf(“%d\n”,stk_arr[i]);
}
}
if (top2 == max)
{
printf(“stack 2 is empty \n”);
}
else
{
printf(“elements of Stack 2 are : \n”);
for (i = max; i >= top2; i–)
{
printf(“%d\n”,stk_arr[i]);
}
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}
return ;
}

Screen Shot:

Question : 3
Write a note of not more than 5 pages summarizing the latest research in the area
of “Sorting Algorithms”. Refer to various journals and other online resources.
Indicate them in your assignment.

Solution :
This is a very special page: here students can find several references and actual
implementation for Bubblesort

. Actually bubblesort is a rather weak sorting

algorithm for arrays that for some strange reason dominates introductory courses. It’s
not that bad on lists and on already sorted arrays (or “almost sorted” arrays), but that’s
another story. An important point is that it is very often implemented incorrectly.
Note: When writing or debugging soft algorithms, UNIX sort can often be used to check
results for correctness (you can automate it to check several tricky cases, not just one
sample). Diff with Unix sort results will instantly tell you if you algorithms works correctly
or not.
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Among simple sorting algorithms, the insertion sort seems to be better for small sets. It is
stable and works perfectly on “almost sorted” arrays.Selection sort, while not bad,
does not takes advantage of the preexisting sorting order and is not stable. At the same
time it moves “dissident” elements by larger distances then insertion sort, so the total
number of moves is less. But moves typically cost less then uncessful comparisons (on
modern computer with predictive execution comparison tht results in a jump cost 10 or
more times then comparison that does not change order of execution (typically sucessful
comparison). So generally it is still make sense to judge algorithms by just the number of
comparisons. And it is clear that algorithms do not use comparisons at all have
significant advantages on modern computers. Total number of comparisons and moves
is a better metric but again the really important is to estimate the number of comparison
that resulted in a jump in compiled code as flush of the instruction pipeline.
Several more complex algorithms such as radixsort (which does not used comparisons),
shellsort, mergesort, heapsort, and even quite fragile but fashionable quicksort are much
faster on larger sets. Mergesort is now used by several scripting languages as internal
sorting algorithm instead of Quicksort. A least significant digit (LSD) radix sort recently
has resurfaced as an alternative to other high performance comparison-based sorting
algorithms (like Heapsort and Mergesort) because it does not use comparisons and can
utilile modern CPUs much better then tradition comparison based algorithms.
Anyway, IMHO if an instructor uses bubblesort as an example you should be slightly
vary

. The same is true if Quicksort is over-emphasized in the course. But the most

dangerous case is when the instructor emphasizes object oriented programming while
describing sorting. That applies to book authors too. It’s better to get a second book in
such case, as typically those guys try to obscure the subject making it more
complex (and less interesting) than it should be. Of course, as a student you have
no choice and need to pass the exam, but be very wary of this trap. You might feel that
you are failing the course just because the instructor is too preoccupied with OO
machinery instead of algorithms.
Complexity of the algorithms is just one way to classify sorting algorithms. There are
many others. One important classification is based on the internal structure of the
algorithm:
1. Swap-based sorts begin conceptually with the entire list, and exchange particular pairs of
elements (adjacent elements or elements with certain step like in Shell sorts) moving
toward a more sorted list.
2. Merge-based sorts creates initial “naturally” or “unnaturally” sorted sequences, and then
add either one element (insertion sort) or merge two already sorted sequences.
3. Tree-based sorts store the data, at least conceptually, in a binary tree; there are two
different approaches, one based on heaps, and the other based on search trees.
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4. Finally, the other category catches sorts which use additional key-value information, such
as radix or bucket sort. See also postman sort
We can also classify sorting algorithms by several other criteria:



Computational complexity (worst, average and best number of comparisons for several
typical test cases, see below) in terms of the size of the list (n). Typically, good average
number of comparisons is O(nlog n) and bad is O(n2). Please note that O matters. Even if
both algorithms belong to n log n class, algorithm for which O=1 is 100 times faster then
algorithm for which O=100.Another problem with O notation is that this asymptotic
analysis does not tell about algorithms behavior on small lists or worst case
behavior: Worst case behavior is probably more important then average. For example
“plain-vanilla” quicksort requires O(n2) comparisons in case of already sorted arrays: a
very important in practice case. Sort algorithms which only use generic key comparison
operation always need at least O(n log n) comparisons on average; while sort algorithms
which exploit the structure of the key space cannot sort faster than O(n log k) where k is
the size of the keyspace. Please note that the number of comparison is just convenient
theoretical metric. In reality both moves and comparisons matter and failed comparisons
matter more then successful; also on short keys the cost of move is comparable to the cost
of successful comparison (even if pointers are used).



Stability: stable sorting algorithms maintain the relative order of records with equal
keys. If all keys are different the this distinction does not make any sense. But if there are
equal keys, then a sorting algorithm is stable if whenever there are two
records R and S with the same key and with R appearing before S in the original list, R will
appear before Sin the sorted list. Among simple algorithms bubble sort and insertion sort
are stable. Among complex algorithms Mergesort is stable.



Memory usage (and use of other computer resources). One large class of algorithms are
“in-place sorting. They are generally slower than algorithms that use additional memory:
additional memory can be used for mapping of keyspace. Most fast stable algorithms use
additional memory. With the current 4G typical memory size on laptops and 16G typical
memory size on the servers as well as virtual memory used in all major OSes, the old
emphasis on algorithms that does not require additional memory should probably be
abandoned. Speedup that can be achieved by using of a small amount of additional
memory is considerable and it is stupid to ignore it. Moreover you can always use
pointers and then additional space of the size N actually becomes size of N pointers. In real
life sorting records usually are size several times bigger then the size of a pointers (4 bytes
in 32 bit CPUs, 8 bytes on 64 bit) and that makes methods that use additional space much
more acceptable then they look from purely theoretical considerations.
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Locality of reference. In modern computer multi-level memory is used. Cache-aware
versions of the sort algorithms, whose operations have been specifically chosen to
minimize the movement of pages in and out cache, can be dramatically quicker. One
example is the tiled merge sortalgorithm which stops partitioning subarrays when
subarrays of size S are reached, where S is the number of data items fitting into a single
page in memory. Each of these subarrays is sorted with an in-place sorting algorithm, to
discourage memory swaps, and normal merge sort is then completed in the standard
recursive fashion. This algorithm has demonstrated better performance on machines that
benefit from cache optimization.



Minimal number of non-linear execution sequences. Modern CPUs designs try to
minimize wait states of CPU that are inevitable due to the fact that it is connected to much
slower (often 3 or more times) memory using a variety of techniques such as CPU
caches, instruction pipelines,instruction prefetch, branch prediction. For example, the
number ofinstruction pipeline (see also Classic RISC pipeline ) flushes (misses) on typical
data greatly influence the speed of algorithm execution. Modern CPU typically use branch
prediction (for example The Intel Core i7 has two branch target buffers and possibly two or
more branch predictors). If branch guessed incorrectly penalty is significant and
proportional to the number of stages in the pipeline. So one possible optimization of code
strategy for modern CPUs is reordering branches, so that higher probability code was
located after the branch instruction. This is a difficult optimization that requires thorously
instrumentation of algorithms and its profiling, gathering set of statistics about branching
behaviors based on relevant data samples as well as some compiler pragma to implement
it. In any case this is important factor for modern CPUs which have 7, 10 and even 20
stages pipelines (like in the Intel Pentium 4) and were cost of a pipeline miss can cost as
much as three or fours instructions executed sequentially.



The difference between worst case and average behavior. For example, quicksort is
efficient only on the average, and its worst case isn2 , while heapsort has an interesting
property that the worst case is not much different from the an average case.



Behaviors on practically important data sets such as completely sorted (you will be
surprised how many sorting operations are performed on already sorted data, inversely
sorted and ‘almost sorted’ (1 to K permutations, where K is less then N/10). The latter is
often used as a perverted way of inserting one or two records into a large data set: instead
of merging them they are added to the bottom and the whole dataset is sorted. Those has
tremendous practical implications which are often not addressed or addressed incorrectly in
textbooks that devote some pages to sorting.

Among non-stable algorithms heapsort and Shellsort are probably the most
underappreciated and quicksort is one of the most overhyped. Please note
thequicksort is a fragile algorithm that is not that good is using predictive execution of
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instructions in pipeline (typical feature of modern CPUs). It is fradgile because the choice
of pivot is equal to guessing an important property of the data to be sorted (and if it went
wrong the performance can be close to quadratic). There is also some evidence that on
very large sets Quicksort runs into “suboptimal partitioning” on a regular basis, so it
becomes a feature, not a bug. It does not work well on already sorted or “almost sorted”
(with a couple or permutations) data as well as data sorted in a reverse order. It does not
work well on data that contain a lot of identical keys. Those are important cases that are
frequent in real world usage of sorting. Again I would like to stress that one will be
surprised to find what percentage of sorting is performed on already sorted datasets or
datasets with less then 10% of permutations.
For those (and not only for those

reasons you need to be skeptical about

“quicksort lobby” with Robert Sedgewick (at least in the past) as the main
cheerleader. Quicksort is a really elegant algorithm invented by Hoare in 1961, but in
real life other qualities then elegance and speed of random data are more valuable

.

On important practical case of “semi-sorted” and “almost reverse sorted”
data quicksort is far from being optimal and often demonstrates dismal performance.
You need to do some experiments to see how horriblequicksort can be in case of
already sorted data (simple variants exhibit quadratic behavior, the fact that is not
mentioned in many textbooks on the subject) and how good shellsort is

. And on

typical corporate data heapsortusually beats quicksort because performance
of quicksort too much depends of the choice of pivot and series of bad choices increase
time considerably. Each time the pivot element is close to minimum (or maximum) the
performance of this stage goes into the drain and on large sets such degenerative cases
are not that uncommon and can happen in series (I suspect that some bad series are
“self-created” — in other words quicksort poisons its data during sorting making bad
choices of pivot progressively more probable). Here are results from one contrarian
article written by Paul Hsieh in 2004
Actually one need to read volume 3 of Knuth to appreciate the beauty and complexity of
some advanced sorting algorithms. Please note that sorting algorithms published in
textbooks are more often then not implemented with errors. Even insertion sort presents
a serious challenge to many book authors. Sometimes the author does not know the
programming language he/she uses well, sometimes details of the algorithm are
implemented incorrectly. And it is not that easy to debug them. In this sense Knuth
remains “the reference”, one of the few books where the author took a great effort to
debug each and every algorithm he presented.
Please take any predictions about relative efficiency of algorithms with the grain of salt
unless they are provided for at least a dozen typical sets of data as described below.
Shallow authors usually limit themselves to random sets, which are of little practical
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importance. So please do not spend much time browsing web references below. They
are not as good as Knuth’s volume…
In order to judge suitability of a sorting algorithms to a particular application you need to
see:


Are the data that application needs to sort tend to have some preexisting order ?



What are properties of keyspace ?



Do you need a stable sort ?



Can you use some “extra” memory or need “in-place” soft ? (with the current computer
memory sizes you usually can afford some additional memory so “in-place” algorithms no
longer have any advantages).

Generally the more we know about the properties of data to be sorted, the faster we can
sort them. As we already mentioned the size of key space is one of the most important
dimensions (sort algorithms that use the size of key space can sort any sequence for
time O(n log k) ). For example if we are sorting subset of a card deck we can take into
account that there are only 52 keys in any input sequence and select an algorithms that
uses limited keyspace for dramatic speeding of the sorting. In this case using generic
sorting algorithm is just a waist.
Moreover, the relative speed of the algorithms depends on the size of the data set: one
algorithm can be faster then the other for sorting less then, say, 64 or 128 items and
slower on larger sequences. Simpler algorithms with minimal housekeeping tend to
perform better on small sets even if the are O(n2) type of algorithms. Especially
algorithms that have less number of jump statement in compiled version of code. For
example insertion sort is competitive with more complex algorithms up to N=25 or so.
Question : 4
Explain reverse-delete algorithm. What are its applications?
Solution :
The reverse-delete algorithm is an algorithm in graph theory used to obtain a minimum
spanning tree from a given connected, edge-weighted graph. It first appeared in Kruskal
(1956), but it should not be confused with Kruskal’s algorithm which appears in the same
paper. If the graph is disconnected, this algorithm will find a minimum spanning tree for
each disconnected part of the graph. The set of these minimum spanning trees is called
a minimum spanning forest, which contains every vertex in the graph.
This algorithm is a greedy algorithm, choosing the best choice given any situation. It is the
reverse of Kruskal’s algorithm, which is another greedy algorithm to find a minimum
spanning tree. Kruskal’s algorithm starts with an empty graph and adds edges while the
Reverse-Delete algorithm starts with the original graph and deletes edges from it. The
algorithm works as follows:


Start with graph G, which contains a list of edges E.
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Go through E in decreasing order of edge weights.



For each edge, check if deleting the edge will further disconnect the graph.



Perform any deletion that does not lead to additional disconnection.

Pseudocode
1 function ReverseDelete(edges[] E)
2

sort E in decreasing order

3

Define an index i ← 0

4

while i < size(E)

5

Define edge ← E[i]

6

delete E[i]

7

if edge.v1 is not connected to edge.v2

8
9

E[i] ← edge
i←i+1

10 return edges[] E

In the following example green edges are being evaluated by the algorithm and red
edges have been deleted.

This is our original graph. The numbers near the
edges indicate their edge weight.

The algorithm will start with the maximum
weighted edge, which in this case is DE with an
edge weight of 15. Since deleting edge DE does
not further disconnect the graph it is deleted.
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The next largest edge is FG so the algorithm
will check if deleting this edge will further
disconnect the graph. Since deleting the edge
will not further disconnect the graph, the edge is
then deleted.

The next largest edge is edge BD so the
algorithm will check this edge and delete the
edge.

The next edge to check is edge EG, which will
not be deleted since it would disconnect
node G from the graph. Therefore, the next edge
to delete is edge BC.

The next largest edge is edge EF so the
algorithm will check this edge and delete the
edge.

The algorithm will then search the remaining
edges and will not find another edge to delete;
therefore this is the final graph returned by the
algorithm.
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The algorithm can be shown to run in O(E log V (log log V)3) time, where E is the number
of edges and V is the number of vertices. This bound is achieved as follows:


sorting the edges by weight using a comparison sort in O(E log E) time



E iterations of loop



deleting in O(1) time



connectivity checked in O(logV (log log V)3) time.

Equally, the running time can be considered O(E log E (log log E)3) because the
largest E can be is V2. Remember that logV2 = 2 * logV, so 2 is a multiplicative constant
that will be ignored in big-O notation.
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